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There are certain actions we take during our young person that we come to 

repent subsequently on in life. Normally. such errors are attributed to the 

follies of young person and can merely be looked back on in hindsight. For 

most people. they can look back at that peculiar event and merely shrug it 

off and chalk it off to see. I can non accept that I made that sort of error in 

my life because I feel that if I had made the right determination so. I would 

non be repenting the reverberations I am confronting now. 

I was a childlike 17 twelvemonth old when I decided to subscribe up for boot 

cantonment. I was thrilled at the thought of being able to function my state 

even though at the clip. I was non witting of what that really meant. 2 

hebdomads after I arrived at boot cantonment. America was smitten 

terrorists. 9/11 was the biggest incubus everyone both in the civilian and 

military field had to cover with. While I was seeking to develop and 

concentrate on larning the art of war. a batch of things were traveling on 

with my household back place. 

I was besides being pressured to come place by my parents who feared that 

I would be sent off to Afghanistan. The last think they wanted was to lose a 

girl to the war and truth be told. I could experience their fright because I 

excessively was afraid of what the cards of destiny may hold been keeping 

for my hereafter. I began to hold turns ofdepressionand my officers noticed a

pronounced alteration in mypersonality. They knew that I was non fit to 

function. So at the age of 18. before I could see any existent action. I was 

discharged from the service due to a medically documented Personality 

Disorder. 
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It was a instance of “ Too immature. excessively soon” for me and I was so 

baffled sing what I truly wanted to be and make that I had to be placed by 

the military physician on Zoloft medicine in order to cover with my 

anxiousness and depression. After I left the service. I got over the depression

and started to take a normal civilian life. The idea of what might hold been 

had I non left the service still continues to stalk me so at the age of 24. I 

want to travel back to what I had left and seek to see if I can still follow the 

route and see where it takes me. 

In fact. every bit early as 2 old ages before I got married. I had already 

contemplated traveling back to the service as a National Guard but put it off 

because I told myself that when I went and got myself that release. I was 

traveling to make it for all the right grounds and that I would non do the 

same error twice. So when I was certain that I had the bravery to travel 

acquire the release and see my determination through to the terminal. I 

called my hubby and relatives to a conclave. 

I explained to them that I wanted to seek stableness in my life. I associated 

this stableness with the chance to pick up where I left off. that is. functioning

my state regardless of the danger to my individual. My clip for psyche 

searching is over. it is now clip for me to turn out that I have what it takes to 

last in this universe on my ain. My hubby did non necessitate much 

convincing because he was raised in a military household and to the full 

supports my attempts to hold a calling in a field that will do me happy. 

My parents are still worriedabout meand are non certain that I am over my 

personality upset but after I presented them with my civilian physicians 
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certification that I was fit to function in the military ( see attached 

enfranchisement ) . they eventually backed down and gave me their 

approval. I am showing myself to you with the hopes that you will besides 

see beyond my vernal mistake of ways and allow me this 2nd opportunity to 

turn out that I can be of service to my state in the best manner possible. 

That is by leting me to return to activeresponsibilityand service in the 

military under the National Guard. 
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